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Monitoring Hazardous Weather in the City:
The Dallas - Ft. Worth Urban Demonstration Network
Jerry Brotzge, Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms

Fig. 1 : Installation of the first X-band

radar of the Urban Demonstration

Network on October 28, 201 2, at the

University of Texas at Arlington. Figure

courtesy of Ms. Brenda Philips.

With a majority of the world’s population

now living in cities, the abil ity to

understand, monitor and predict the urban

environment is now more important than

ever. Increasingly high population densities

pose ever greater vulnerabil ities in hazard

prone regions, such as the Southern Plains.

Tornadoes, large hail , damaging winds,

flash flooding, and heat waves can pose a

significant threat to l ife and economic

impact. Large urban landscapes can

exacerbate these

effects, for example, by

channeling winds

through street canyons,

increasing precipitation

runoff, and intensifying

high temperatures.

Increased surface

temperatures in cities,

dubbed the Urban Heat

Island (UHI) effect,

leads to increased

ozone production and

worsening pollution

levels. Global cl imate

change threatens to

aggravate these

problems even further.

As a first step towards

improving our abil ity to

understand and observe

the urban environment,

both real-time weather operations as well as

basic research. With funding from the National

Science Foundation and NOAA, the Network

goals are multifaceted: (i) To support real-time

weather monitoring of severe and hazardous

weather; (i i) To support data collection for basic

and applied research; (i i i) To demonstrate and

test the value of integrated observing systems;

and (iv) To build and demonstrate a

collaborative, data collection partnership

between government, academia, and the

private sector.

The DFW Urban

Demonstration Network is a

joint academic partnership

between the University of

Oklahoma, the University of

Massachusetts, and Colorado

State University. The Network

is a 5+ year collaboration with

strong support provided by

local government (i .e. , the

North Central Texas Council of

Governments (NCTCOG)) and

local universities (e.g. ,

University of Texas at Arl ington

and the University of North

Texas). Completion of the

testbed is expected by

December 201 3.

The DFW Metroplex is the

ideal location for such a

the Engineering Research Center for

Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the

Atmosphere (CASA) is establishing a new

monitoring and prediction network in the

Dallas – Fort Worth (DFW) Metroplex.

Known as the DFW Urban Demonstration

Network, the system is designed to support

demonstration testbed. The metropolitan

population of Dallas-Ft. Worth is nearly 6.5

mil l ion, the 4th largest city in America, within an

area of 9,286 square miles, and is among the

fastest growing major metro areas in the

country, adding nearly 1 .3 mil l ion since 2000.

Dallas-Fort Worth is home to two major airports,
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Fig. 2: Analysis of a tornadic storm in the DFW

Metroplex on April 3, 201 2. Figure courtesy of Dr.

Keith Brewster.

including DFW, the third busiest airport in

the world, and numerous regional airports.

The Metroplex is also home to many

potential private sector partners within the

aerospace industry, including American

Airl ines, Southwest Airl ines, Lockheed

Martin, and Raytheon.

Data Collection

The project wil l embrace what's now

referred to as the Network of Networks

(NoN) philosophy – the idea that data

combined from multiple observing systems

yields greater value and information than

any single system could provide. In DFW,

the Urban Network wil l col lect data from a

wide array of sensors, and information from

these sensors wil l be collected, assimilated,

and disseminated to a wide range of

stakeholders in real-time for improved

warning operations and cutting-edge

research. The cornerstone of the Network

wil l be a set of eight high-resolution radars.

These X-band (3 cm) radars wil l provide a

dense network of overlapping coverage

across the Metroplex, thereby providing

low-level, high-spatial , high-temporal radar

information to users in real-time. Radar

data wil l be collected every 60 sec at ~ 1 00

m resolution at multiple vertical levels.

Furthermore, these radars adaptively scan,

meaning that the radars adjust their

scanning strategy as a function of what’s

observed. For example, if a tornado

develops in the network, the radars wil l

then focus their scans on that area of

interest. Data from two FAA Terminal

Doppler Weather Radars (TDWR) and the

nearby WSR-88D radar (KFWS) wil l be

assimilated as well . Assimilated data from

high density radar networks have been

shown to improve tornado warning lead

times, severe wind estimates, and

precipitation estimates.

Additional data wil l be collected from area

surface networks, radiosondes, and

measurements from aircraft (e.g. , ACARS), as

well as data from private companies, such as

GST and Earth Networks.

Analysis and Prediction

Data are assimilated for the creation of value-

added products, real-time analysis and model

initial ization. Product development is a major

goal of the testbed, and projects are already

underway to improve detection and prediction

of convective initiation and urban flooding. The

Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms

(CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma is

assimilating the multivariate data to produce

real-time weather analyses at high-resolutions

(400 m grid spacing). Using a three-

dimensional variational scheme (3DVAR),

these analyses are produced every 5 minutes

and are available at multiple vertical levels

(e.g. , Fig. 2), ideal for surface transportation

and aviation applications.
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Currently, al l warnings issued by the

National Weather Service are based on

weather hazards that are either just

developing or in progress, usually observed

by storm spotters or inferred from radar.

Unfortunately, this l imits the amount of lead

time warning that can be provided to the

general public. However, as numerical

weather prediction (NWP) improves,

warnings may soon be issued based, at

least in part, on NWP output. This is known

as “Warn-on-Forecast” and wil l al low

warnings to be issued well in advance of

hazard development.

The DFW Urban Network is well-suited for

testing Warn-on-Forecast with a

demonstration project already underway.

All Network data are assimilated into the

Advanced Regional Prediction Systems

(ARPS), a high-resolution numerical model

designed by CAPS for modeling convective

storms.

During each storm event, high-resolution (1 -

km), 3-hr forecasts are generated every 30-min

across a domain covering the entire Metroplex.

Model output is then distributed to the NWS

forecast office and other interested users. This

is the first operational test of Warn-on-Forecast

and represents the future of public warnings.

The Urban Demonstration Network, through its

multi-university, cross-discipl inary partnerships

and university-government-private sector

collaborations, wil l lead the nation as a model

for how to invest in basic research for the

benefit of its citizens’ protection and economic

security. I f you are interested in receiving this

data or would l ike more information, please

contact Dr. Jerry Brotzge (jbrotzge@ou.edu) or

visit our website at http: //www.casa.umass.edu.

More to Learn

http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPBwklt6i_k&feature=youtube_gdata_player

http: //www.ametsoc.org/boardpges/cwce/docs/profi les/Phil ipsBrendaJ/2011 -08-SCM.pdf

http: //www.meteo.fr/cic/meetings/201 2/ERAD/extended_abs/QPE_060_ext_abs.pdf

http: //journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/1 0.1 1 75/JTECH-D-11 -00076.1

http: //www.nssl.noaa.gov/news/factsheets/WoF_09jul201 3.pdf

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPBwklt6i_k&feature=youtube_gdata_player
http://www.ametsoc.org/boardpges/cwce/docs/profiles/PhilipsBrendaJ/2011-08-SCM.pdf
http://www.meteo.fr/cic/meetings/2012/ERAD/extended_abs/QPE_060_ext_abs.pdf
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/JTECH-D-11-00076.1
http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/news/factsheets/WoF_09jul2013.pdf
http://www.casa.umass.edu/
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Drought conditions changed little over the

month of July. Dryness throughout much of

Arkansas led to the introduction of some

moderate drought. This was also the case

for some parishes in west central

Louisiana. Drought conditions in Texas and

western Oklahoma are relatively

unchanged, despite anomalously high

precipitation in central Texas.

In Texas, the cooler and wetter weather has

helped farmers and ranchers across the

state. East Texas vineyard owners are

predicting one of their best harvests in

years due to perfect conditions. Corn and

cotton farmers in central Texas believe the

July rains saved several mil l ion dollars of

crops after the dry June. Sti l l , problems for

ranchers persist, but efforts to help the

continual ly hurting herd numbers are taking

place, including hay planting in 1 97 counties

across the state to provide food for cattle.

Unfortunately, reservoirs throughout Texas

continue to decline. Many regions across the

state have ramped up their water restrictions,

including Stage 2 restrictions in Austin and

Victoria, Stage 3 in Galveston, and Stage 4 in

Marl in after Dow Chemical claimed senior

water rights along the Brazos River. To combat

this, water reclamation projects are gaining

steam in Austin, with an estimated 8.5 bil l ion

gallons of reused water possible, and a new

pipeline in Dallas from Lake Palestine, costing

an estimated $2.3 bil l ion (Information provided

by the Texas State Climate Office).

Released Thursday, August 1 , 201 3

Brian Fuchs, National Drought Mitigation Center

The Drought Monitor focuses on broadscale conditions. Local
conditions may vary. See accompany text summary for forecast
statements. http: //droughtmonitor.unl.edu

Above: Drought Conditions in the Southern Region.

Map is valid for July 30, 201 3. Image is courtesy of

National Drought Mitigation Center.

Luigi RomoloSouthern Regional Climate Center

Drought Update
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Temperature Summary

For the Southern Region, the month of July

proved to be a cooler than normal month

across the board. Temperatures across the

six states general ly averaged between 0 to

4 degrees F (0 to 2.22 degrees C) below

normal, with the highest negative

anomalies occurring in northwestern

Arkansas and western Tennessee. With the

exception of some areas in southern Texas,

temperatures were consistently lower than

normal over the course of the month. The

state average temperatures for the month

are as fol lows: Arkansas with 77.80

degrees F (25.44 degrees C), Louisiana

with 80.60 degrees F (27.00 degrees C),

Mississippi with 78.60 degrees F (25.89

degrees C), Oklahoma with 79.70 degrees

F (26.50 degrees C), Tennessee with 75.00

degrees F (23.89 degrees C), and Texas

with 81 .30 degrees F (27.39 degrees C). All

six states reported temperature averages

that were below the 1 895-201 3 average.

For Mississippi, it was the seventh coldest

Luigi RomoloSouthern Regional Climate Center

Average Temperature for July 201 3 across the South.

Average Temperature Departures from 1 971 -2000 for

July 201 3 across the South.

July Temperature Departure from Normal from 1 971 -2000 for SCIPP Regional

Cities

July on record (1 895-

201 3), while Arkansas

and Tennessee saw

their tenth coldest July

on record (1 895-201 3).

Louisiana experienced

its sixteenth coldest

July on record (1 895-

201 3), while Texas

recorded its twenty-

sixth coldest July on

record (1 895-201 3). In

the case of Oklahoma,

it was their thirtieth

coldest July on record

(1 895-201 3).
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For some parts of the Southern Region,

July was a much wetter than normal month,

while other areas in the region experienced

a much drier than normal month. The drier

than normal areas of the region extended

over much of the Texas and Louisiana gulf

coast zones, and through eastern Arkansas

and northern Mississippi. The wettest areas

of the region included much of central

Tennessee, central Texas, and Oklahoma,

where precipitation totals ranged from one

and a half to over three times the monthly

normal. The state average precipitation

totals are as fol lows: Arkansas with 4.34

inches (11 0.24 mm), Louisiana with 4.38

inches (111 .25 mm), Mississippi with 4.35

inches (11 0.49 mm), Oklahoma with 5.41

inches (1 37.41 mm), Tennessee with 7.1 6

inches (1 81 .86 mm), and Texas with 3.36

inches (85.34 mm). Tennessee experienced

its sixth wettest July on record (1 895-201 3),

while for Oklahoma, it was the tenth wettest

July on record (1 895-201 3). Texas reported

Luigi RomoloSouthern Regional Climate Center

Total precipitation values for July 201 3 across the

South.

Percent of 1 971 -2000 normal precipitation totals for

July 201 3 across the South.

July Percent of 1 971 -2000 Normal Precipitation Totals for SCIPP Regional Cities

Precipitation Summary

reported its twenty-

fifth wettest July on

record (1 895-201 3),

where as Louisiana

experienced its

twenty-ninth driest

July on record

(1 895-201 3). Al l

other state rankings

fel l within the two

middle quarti les.
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Climate Perspective

State temperature and precipitation values and rankings for July 201 3. Ranks are based on the National

Climatic Data Center's Statewide, Regional, and National Dataset over the period 1 895-2011 .

Station Summaries Across the South

Summary of temperature and precipitation information from around the region for July 201 3. Data

provided by the Applied Climate Information System. On this chart, "depart" is the average's departure

from the normal average, and "% norm" is the percentage of rainfall received compared with normal

amounts of rainfall. Plus signs in the dates column denote that the extremes were reached on multiple

days. Blueshaded boxes represent cooler than normal temperatures; redshaded boxes denote warmer

than normal temperatures; tan shades represent drier than normal conditions; and green shades denote

wetter than normal conditions.
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Teeth of Hurricane Season Starts Now

Barry Keim, Louisiana State Climatologist, Louisiana StateUniversity
Hurricane season official ly begins on June

1 st and ends on November 30th, hence

we’re in the season for half the year!

However, the most active part of hurricane

season is just beginning now. Starting

around mid-August and extending through

the first couple of weeks of October is the

busiest time of the season, as shown in

Figure 1 below. The reason for this uptick

in tropical storms and hurricanes at this

time is tied to the sea surface temperatures

of the tropical Atlantic, the Caribbean, and

the Gulf of Mexico. Sea surface

temperatures reach their peak near

September 1 0th, and the period from mid-

August to early October is the 3 to 4 week

window on either side of this peak date. As

such, the warm sea surfaces at this time

can provide lots of fuel to power many

hurricanes, and more powerful hurricanes.

I t is no accident that most of the famous

hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico have occurred

within this mid-August to early October window

of time, and include the fol lowing and their

dates of landfal l : the Galveston Hurricane of

1 900 (September 9), Hurricane Betsy in 1 965

(September 1 0) Hurricane Camil le in 1 969

(August 1 8), Hurricane Andrew in 1 992 (August

24 in Florida and August 26 in Louisiana),

Hurricane Katrina in 2005 (August 29),

Hurricane Rita in 2005 (September 24),

Hurricane Isaac in 201 2 (August 29). There

are a few exceptions to this rule – Hurricane

Audrey on June 27, 1 957 comes to mind – but

these are few and far between. So hold on to

your hats, as the next 7-8 weeks could provide

for a bumpy ride. I f you have any questions,

feel free to contact me at keim@lsu.edu.

Figure 1 . Seasonality of hurricanes and tropical storms. Graphic is from the NOAA and can be found at

http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fi le:North_Atlantic_Tropical_Cyclone_Climatology_by_Day_of_Year_Graph.PNG

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:North_Atlantic_Tropical_Cyclone_Climatology_by_Day_of_Year_Graph.PNG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:North_Atlantic_Tropical_Cyclone_Climatology_by_Day_of_Year_Graph.PNG
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Disclaimer: This is an experimental cl imate

outreach and engagement product. While

we make every attempt to verify this

information, we do not warrant the accuracy

of any of these materials. The user

assumes the entire risk related to the use of

these data. This publication was prepared

by SRCC/SCIPP with support in part from

the U.S. Department of Commerce/NOAA.

The statements, findings, conclusions, and

recommendations are those of the

author(s) and do not necessari ly reflect the

views of NOAA.

Copyright © 2013 Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma; Louisiana State University
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The Monitor is an experimental cl imate

outreach and engagement product of the

Southern Regional Climate Center and

Southern Climate Impacts Planning

Program. To provide feedback or

suggestions to improve the content

provided in the Monitor, please contact us

at monitor@southerncl imate.org. We look

forward to hearing from you and tai loring

the Monitor to better serve you. You can

also find us online at www.srcc. lsu.edu and

www.southerncl imate.org.

For any questions pertaining to historical

cl imate data across the states of

Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana,

Mississippi, or Tennessee, please contact

the Southern Regional Climate Center at 225-578-502. For questions or inquiries regarding

research, experimental tool development, and engagement activities at the Southern Climate

Impacts Planning Program, please contact us at 405-325-7809 or 225-578-8374.
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